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Farrow & Ball at Lee Jofa SHOWROOM NEWS
DCH is alive with revamped showrooms, new lines and exciting 
product introductions throughout the building. See page 5 for details.

NEW LOCATIONS
River Oaks Rugs, Suite 3029

Arc-Com, Suite 3019

NEW LINES
Courtney & Co. Showroom, Suite 130

Robert Allen | Beacon Hill, Suite 141

Eggersmann Kitchens | Home Living, Suite 250

David Sutherland Showroom, Suite 170

Duralee/Highland Court, Suite 132

Lee Jofa, Suite 150 

Andrew Martin, Suite 1050 

NEW PERSONNEL
Pindler & Pindler, Suite 4021

THE MARKET AT A GLANCE

9:00 – 10:20AM

Culp Associates, Suite 4018
CEU: The Basics of Specifying
Automated Window Coverings

10:30 - 11:30AM

MORNING KEYNOTE
Ground Floor Gallery

MARIO BUATTA: FIFTY YEARS 
OF AMERICAN INTERIOR
DECORATION

11:30AM – 1:00PM

Brunschwig & Fils, Suite 150
Keynote Reception & Book Signing 

2:00 - 3:00PM

AFTERNOON KEYNOTE
Ground Floor Gallery

SOCIAL MEDIA SAVVY 
DESIGNERS SHARE WHAT 
WORKS...AND WHAT DOESN'T!

3:00 – 5:00PM

Robert Allen | Beacon Hill, Suite 141                 
Celebrate 75 Colorful Years 
at Robert Allen 

4:00 – 5:00PM

Cabinet Innovations, Suite 219
Annual Artisan Market

Designed Light by FSG, Suite 3024
LED Lighting

5:00 – 7:00PM

Eggersmann Kitchens | Home
Living, Suite 250
Beauty is in the Eye of the 
Beer Holder    

OPEN HOUSES 

Cabinet Innovations, Suite 219

Courtney & Co. Showroom, Suite 130

Schumacher, Suite 4017

Pindler & Pindler, Suite 4021

Bernardaud, Suite 1060

River Oaks Rugs
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16 AT DCH
From the Prince of Chintz to the Impact of Social Media
Decorative Center Houston’s Fall Market celebrates it all.
Kick off the day with design icon Mario Buatta as he 
discusses his sensational career, then throughout the day
receive invaluable insight from local interior designers 
on tips to attract business and opportunities with Social
Media, plus get an exclusive look at the showrooms 
latest collections.

A complete market schedule begins on page 3. 
For updates, visit www.decorativecenter.com.

AFTERNOON KEYNOTE
2:00 – 3:00PM, Ground Floor Gallery 

Social Media Savvy Designers Share 
What Works...and What Doesn’t! 

MORNING KEYNOTE 
10:30 – 11:30AM, Ground Floor Gallery 

Mario Buatta: Fifty Years 
of American Interior Decoration
Reception immediately follows at Brunschwig & Fils, Suite 150

Leslie Carothers Sarah Brooks Eilers Lauren Haskett

Meg Lonergan Paloma Contreras Samantha Penner
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INSIDE RESOURCE FALL MARKET SCHEDULE
Cover and page 3

SHOWROOM NEWS
Cover and page 5

PRODUCT NEWS
begins on page 6



DCH UPDATE
CAFE LA VILLETTE
Located on the First Floor
Breakfast hours 8:30 to 11:00 AM • Lunch hours 11:00 AM – 3:00 PM

Cafe La Villette is excited to announce that they will start
serving breakfast from 8:30 to 11:00AM.  Fresh bagels,
tacos and donuts are some of the offerings that you can
enjoy while visiting the Decorative Center Houston. 

Now open for breakfast and lunch, Café La Villette is a full-service catering company that
can provide formal dinners or lunches, hors d’oeuvres, desserts, and drinks for all event
needs throughout venue spaces at DCH. For more information, please call 713-963-9166
or 713-963-9167 for catering.

COURTYARD RENOVATION
A fresh approach to DCH! Coming soon.

Since purchasing Decorative Center Houston in 2001, Charles S. Cohen has undergone 
multiple renovations to create a stylish yet functional design center. 

As the final phase of Decorative Center Houston’s renovation, DCH embarks on the
Courtyard, by transforming the main plaza fountain and entrance areas to create a new
attractive entryway to the building. Together with two Houston companies, Shahmoradi &
Associates and Gemstar, and two LA based companies, AREA and Fluidity Design
Consultants, this several million-dollar project will complete the new image and rebranding
of Decorative Center Houston. Plans include a dramatic landscape with palm trees and
blossoming gardens, a new infinity fountain, monument signage, and a transformation of
the grey façade of the building to a brilliant white. To complete the fresh, contemporary
look, they will revamp the first and second floor spaces facing the Courtyard with all new
glass storefronts.

When I was a little boy, my mother said to me, “Piccolo
Mario, what do you want to be when you grow up?” I
shrugged, “I don’t know—I don’t want to play the violin like
Poppa.” “Maybe you should be an actor because you like to
be on the stage.” My brother said, “Well, maybe you should
be a psychiatrist because you’re so crazy.” My father said,
“Perhaps you should be a lawyer because you have such a
big mouth.” So I combined all three in order to become an
interior decorator—an actor to convince my clients that I like
their existing furniture, a psychiatrist to figure out what they
like and don’t like, and a lawyer to collect the bills!

—Mario Buatta 

Prince of Chintz Mario Buatta is at it again—this time with
his very first monograph. Written by Buatta with Emily
Evans Eerdmans, Fifty Years of American Interior Decoration
is part autobiography, part design book, and part comedy—
the latter being immediately apparent from the first paragraph
of chapter one (see excerpt at left). Published by Rizzoli and
expected to hit bookshelves and accessorize low tables
beginning this fall, the book celebrates the internationally
acclaimed designer’s impressive career, which dates back to
the 1950s when he worked as an assistant in the decorating
department at B. Altman & Co. 

Buatta chronicles his well-designed life. He introduces him-
self as a boy who used to rearrange furniture in his family’s
English Tudor-style home on Staten Island, NY, and takes us
through his journey of becoming and remaining arguably
one of the most respected members of the design commu-
nity today. He shares anecdotes about his personal and pro-
fessional life; insights into his creative process; the evolution
of his signature English Country House style; never-before-
seen photographs from his own archive; and images of his
instantly recognizable design work, many of which have
been featured in the pages of Architectural Digest and
other respected shelter publications. He also gives readers a
peek inside his extraordinary projects, including Blair House,
the Presidential guest quarters in Washington, D.C., the
homes of some of his high-profile clients—Barbara Walters
and Mariah Carey, to name a few—and a multitude of other
New York pied-à-terres. 

“He is a legend. And for good reason,” Architectural Digest
Editor Emeritus Paige Rense writes of Buatta in her fore-
ward to the book. “For fifty-some years he has designed
extraordinary, traditional interiors combining fine design
with shelter, comfort, and joy. His color palette cheers,
delights, and offers emotional sustenance. It seems impossi-
ble to imagine being
depressed in a Mario
Buatta interior.”
“Personally, he also
cheers and delights,” 
she continues. “He is a
practical joker. (Look out
for gold-plated creepy-
crawlies.)” Rense per-
fectly captures Buatta
here—the man, the icon,
and the jokester. 

Designer Spotlight: Mario Buatta

Mario Buatta’s Fifty Years of American Interior Decoration

Designer Mario Buatta in the living room of his former apartment; painting by artist Sander Witlin.
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SHOWROOM PROGRAMS

9:00 – 10:20AM

Culp Associates, Suite 4018
CEU: The Basics of Specifying Automated Window
Coverings
Join Hartmann&Forbes’ Director of Automation, 
Jeff Sinclair, as he presents the basics of specifying 
automated window coverings. Earn .1 CEU credit while 
learning various motor, control and integration technologies,
each of their requirements, and who can help you along the
way. Light breakfast will be served.  Please RSVP to 
Jeff Sinclair to jeff@hfshades.com by Friday at October 11th.

10:30 – 11:30AM

MORNING KEYNOTE, Ground Floor Gallery

Mario Buatta: Fifty Years of American 
Interior Decoration
See details above.

11:30 – 1:00PM

Brunschwig & Fils, Suite 150
Keynote Reception & Book Signing
Please join Brunschwig & Fils, immediately following the
keynote to meet the iconic Mario Buatta, for a reception and
book signing of Mario Buatta: Fifty Years of American Interior
Decoration. The decorating legend’s eagerly anticipated first
monograph that celebrates his tremendous career in the
design industry and closely follows his journey, from his start
in the 1950s to some of his most recent projects.

2:00 – 3:00PM

AFTERNOON KEYNOTE, Ground Floor Gallery

Social Media Savvy Designers Share 
What Works...and What Doesn’t!
See details below.

3:00 – 5:00PM

Robert Allen | Beacon Hill, Suite 141                 
Celebrate 75 Colorful Years at Robert Allen                  
Robert Allen is celebrating their 75th anniversary!  Join the
Robert Allen team for champagne and sweets as we toast to
75 colorful years and look toward the future with our new
Solids and Color Library Collections.

4:00 –5:00PM

Cabinet Innovations, Suite 219
Annual Artisan Market
Come shop for the season and join Cabinet Innovations for
the 8th Annual Artisan Market! We’ll have over 12 participat-
ing artists presenting their
beautiful artwork and crafts
for sale. Wine and hors
d’oeuvres will be served
beginning at 4:00PM.
Donations of cash and
unwrapped gifts will be
accepted for the Houston
Area Women’s Center 
once again this year.

Designed Light by FSG, Suite 3024
LED Lighting
Please join Designed Light for an open house featuring the
latest LED products. There will be hands on demonstrations
of LED tape light, bulbs and retrofit kits. LED specialists will
be there to answer technical and application questions.
Wine and light hors d’oeuvres will be served.

5:00 – 7:00PM

Eggersmann Kitchens |
Home Living,
Suite 250
Beauty is in the Eye of the 
Beer Holder   
Come visit our new Houston 
location and enjoy an expert 
pairing of seasonal brews and 
hors d’oeuvres. Join us from 
5:00 to 7:00PM for giveaways 
and live music.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16

MORNING KEYNOTE: 10:30 – 11:30AM, Ground Floor Gallery

MARIO BUATTA: FIFTY YEARS OF 
AMERICAN INTERIOR DECORATION 
Join the legendary Mario Buatta as he discusses his first book celebrating his fifty years and 
counting of his dazzling career in interior design. Known for his English Country House style, 
the infamous Prince of Chintz, shares insights from his book Mario Buatta: Fifty Years of American
Interior Decoration that includes his sumptuous rooms for clients Henry Ford II, Barbara Walters,
Malcolm Forbes, Mariah Carey, and the Presidential guest quarters just to name a few. 

Following this special Keynote presentation, meet Mario Buatta for lunch reception 
and book signing of Mario Buatta: Fifty Years of American Interior Decoration
in Brunschwig & Fils, Suite 150!

FALL
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AFTERNOON KEYNOTE: 2:00 – 3:00PM, Ground Floor Gallery

SOCIAL MEDIA SAVVY DESIGNERS SHARE
WHAT WORKS...AND WHAT DOESN'T!  
Leslie Carothers, CEO of The Kaleidoscope Partnership, a leader in providing social media services to the
furniture and interior design industry will lead an engaging discussion with 5 Houston social media savvy
designers on how Social Media can impact your career. Covering the 4 different career stages: established,
mid-career, new and student Sarah Brooks Eilers, Lucas Eilers Design Associates, Lauren Haskett, Lauren
Haskett Fine Design, Meg Lonergan, LeSueur Interiors, Paloma Contreras, Paloma Contreras Design and
Samantha Penner, a senior year interior design student at The Art Institute will share their insight. Discover
how they are using social media, how it has influenced their careers financially, top tips and the pitfalls they
have faced along the way.  

This #SlowDownSocial Conversation Event will provide valuable nuggets of relevant take away information
that you can use to benefit your own businesses, immediately! 

Leslie Carothers Sarah Brooks Eilers Lauren Haskett

Meg Lonergan Paloma Contreras Samantha Penner

Culp Associates
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9:00AM – 5:00PM

Courtney & Co. Showroom, Suite 130
Stop by the showroom during Fall Market to browse our
new fabric lines and take advantage of the huge furniture
floor sale. 

Schumacher, Suite 4017
Alessandra draws inspiration from the finest classical art
and architecture, while using her sense of comfortable 
elegance and wit to revolutionize traditional patterns for 
a modern point of view. 

Visit our showroom throughout the day to preview
Alessandra's stunning collection of fabrics, exclusively for
Schumacher. Light refreshments to be served. 

Pindler & Pindler, Suite 4021
Please join Pindler for an Open House Celebration in 
Suite 4021 for tasty treats and preview of Pindler’s 
new & exciting products.

Bernardaud, Suite 1060
Join Bernardaud for a display of our beautiful Incrustation
dinnerware collections. Incrustation is a traditional manu-
facturing method that consists of engraving a chosen
motif in porcelain and then incrusting it with precious
metals. Bernardaud began manufacturing using gold
incrustation decoration techniques as early as 1889 for the
World Fair in Paris. Since then, numerous heads of state
have ordered incrustation dinnerware services:  the King
of Morocco, Saudi Arabian royal families, the Sultan of
Oman, Princess Paola of Belgium (now the Queen) and
the King of Jordan.

11:30AM – 5:00PM

Cabinet Innovations, Suite 219
Annual Artisan Market
Come shop for the season and join Cabinet Innovations
for the 8th Annual Artisan Market! We’ll have over 12 
participating artists presenting their beautiful artwork and
crafts for sale. Donations of cash and unwrapped gifts will
be accepted for the Houston Area Women’s Center once
again this year.  

Schumacher Pindler & Pindler

Bernardaud

EVENTS AT DCH
October 17, Location and Time TBD
DCH Third Thursday Series
How to Avoid Fee Fiascos … And Attract Your Ideal Client

Isn’t it time to quit doing things that rob you of your joy and passion for interior design and 
discover new strategies that work with today’s economy and consumer. Join Gail Doby, Chief
Vision Officer and Co-Founder of Design Success University, Your Business Shortcut for a More
Profitable and Passion-Filled Interior Design Business for a detailed discussion on how to deal with
problem clients, fee fiascos, as well as attracting clients. This informative presentation will address: 

• How to attract better prospects and get more calls with simple website changes. 
• 10 biggest mistakes you may be making with fees and how to avoid them. 
• Discover what to do when you have problem clients. 
• Uncover the real reasons why you’re not making what you deserve. 
• How to create an Ideal Client Profile that will transform your business. 

Plus, at the end of the class you will have a chance to win a scholarship to DSU’s most popular
class, the Value Based Fee System ($997) and a copy of Gail Doby’s book How to Design Your
Perfect Interior book - $20 value.

ASID/TGCC Programs/CEU Committee.

Wednesday, October 23, 9:00AM – 6:00PM, Suite TBD
InteriorDesign-Ed CEU
Period English and French Rooms at the Met
Designing Green…The New Black (meets Sustainability requirement)

To register, call Beverly Vosko at 713 464-0055 and register on the phone or register online 
on the InteriorDesign-ED website www.InteriorDesign-ED.com. 

Thursday, October 24, 9:00AM – 1:00PM, Suite TBD
InteriorDesign-Ed CEU
Universal Design Kitchens and Bathrooms
Water Efficiency in the Home (meets Sustainability requirement)

To Register, call Beverly Vosko at 713-464-0055 and register on the phone or register online 
on the InteriorDesign-ED website www.InteriorDesign-ED.com

Wednesday, November 13, 9:00AM – 6:00PM, Suite TBD
InteriorDesign-Ed CEU
Modernism from Art Nouveau- 1950’s
Color Theory

To Register, call Beverly Vosko at 713-464-0055 and register on the phone or register online 
on the InteriorDesign-ED website www.InteriorDesign-ED.com

Thursday, November 14, 9:00 AM – 1:00 PM, Suite TBD
InteriorDesign-Ed CEU
To Be or Not To Be Ethical, A Designers Guide to Green Design 
The New Standards: Highlights

To Register, call Beverly Vosko at 713-464-0055 and register on the phone or register online 
on the InteriorDesign-ED website www.InteriorDesign-ED.com

Webinars Available!

Can't make those dates or only want to take 1 day away from work? 
Take these exact same classes or any of our 26 classes as Recorded on Demand Webinars 
anytime that suits your schedule. You can get more information about the CEUs and webinars 
and register for them online at www.InteriorDesign-ED.com, or by emailing Beverly Vosko at 
beverlyvosko@gmail.com or by calling 713-464-0055.

Receive email updates on special programming, seminars, lectures, and CEU’s when you register at
klarson@decorativecenter.com.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16

FALL
MARKET
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OPEN HOUSE 
PROGRAMS
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SHOWROOM NEWS

River Oaks Rugs, Suite 3029
River Oaks Rugs is pleased to announce its move to a new location on the third floor. 
In this new 4000 sq. ft. space, the revamped showroom carries a vast selection of 
Modern Rugs, along with Indian, Turkish, Pakistani, and broadloom rugs. To view the new
and exciting designs added to The Modern Tibet Collection, along with other incredible
designs from around the world, please drop by the showroom for a tour. 

Arc-Com, Suite 3019
Arc-Com Fabrics, Inc. the leading textile and wall covering supplier in the contract 
industry is anticipating their upcoming move to the third floor in Suite 3019. Over the 
past 40 years, Arc-Com’s reputation has been built on customer satisfaction, value added
products and solutions as well as timely completion of projects. The Arc-Com Design
Team creates, develops and introduces innovative and high performance textile products
for the corporate, hospitality, healthcare and institutional markets. 

Courtney & Co. Showroom, Suite 130
Courtney & Co. Showroom is excited to be going on its 4th year at the Decorative Center
Houston. Many changes are underway with several new lines joining us. Adding sparkle to
our showroom is Marjorie Skouras Design lighting, furniture and accessories. New to the
Houston market we have Antoine Proulx Furniture that has a great modern flare. Lastly,
Windochine wallcoverings and window treatments complete our extensive wallpaper 
collection with natural grass cloths.

Come by the showroom to see all the amazing changes and new lines!

Robert Allen | Beacon Hill, Suite 141
The Robert Allen | Beacon Hill showroom is proud to represent Swaim furniture for the
first time in our showroom.  Swaim offer the finest of contemporary and transitional 
furniture handcrafted in North Carolina.  Stop by our showroom to see a dramatic array 
of casegoods and upholstery fabrics.  

Eggersmann Kitchens | Home Living, Suite 250
Eggersmann Kitchens | Home Living Houston is a full
source for your modern design needs of high quality
German Cabinetry.  In addition to our full service design
from conception to installation, we offer contemporary
furniture products for your dining room, living room,

library, wardrobes and media rooms. Stop in today and see what Eggersmann can do for
your next design project.

Pindler & Pindler, Suite 4021
Pindler is proud to announce that Michael Bernal has been hired as
their new National Sales Manager.  “We are very pleased to announce
the appointment of Michael Bernal to the position of National Sales
Manager at Pindler & Pindler. With his excellent industry experience and
contacts, Michael is set to make great contributions” said Curt Pindler,
CEO and president.  “We are excited to have him join our team and
provide leadership for our organization across North America.”  

Michael Bernal previously was with Schumacher for 17 years and his
most recent position was District Regional Sales Manager.  “You can
continue to expect the same commitment and dedication that I have

shown in the past and I am excited about the opportunity to be of service for your future
design projects.” says Michael Bernal. 

David Sutherland Showroom, Suite 170
The David Sutherland Showroom invites you to see the latest from Perennials® Outdoor
Fabrics during Fall Market. Perennials introduces a collection of high-performance outdoor
rugs and Wild Blue Yonder, a fresh fabric collection debuting new hues of blue to the
Perennials color library. Stop by and preview everything that’s new at the David
Sutherland Showroom during Fall Market.

Duralee/Highland Court, Suite 132
The Duralee Showroom is now proudly representing Thibaut Fabrics and Wallcoverings.
Known for a fresh, inspiring color palette with classic style Thibaut is renowned for their
distinctive, high-quality designs. Duralee is pleased to bring their products to customers in
the Houston area.

Lee Jofa, Suite 150 
Farrow & Ball Now Available Through Lee Jofa
Farrow & Ball is delighted to announce that it is expanding distribution of its unmatched
paints and wallpapers to the Kravet/ Lee Jofa/ Brunschwig & Fils showroom at the
Decorative Center Houston. Farrow & Ball creates unmatched paints and wallpapers at 
its home in Dorset, England using only the finest ingredients and according to traditional
methods. This commitment to timeless design for a discerning clientele is shared by Lee
Jofa, a historically English company that has been a leading source of fine fabrics for the
discriminating interior designer for almost two centuries.

Andrew Martin, Suite 1050
Founded in 1978, Andrew Martin International is a UK brand offering a wide range of 
fabrics, wallpapers, furniture, and home accessories inspired by a unique mix of cultures,
nostalgia, and decades. Its showroom has ever-changing installations, which allows for a
constant showing of new product. Selling off the floor for immediate gratification is just
one specialty of Andrew Martin. The company is currently launching a new wallpaper book
entitled Museum, featuring a collection of 13 patterns in a wide range of designs—some as
unique as gallery portraits with modern, fine art, and photographic styles, others with a
more subtle damask design. Stop by to see some of the new installs!

Telafina at Courtney & Co. Showroom Arc-Com

Thibaut at Duralee/Highland Court Farrow & Ball at Lee Jofa

Swaim at Robert Allen

River Oaks Rugs Showroom 

Michael Bernal
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Andrew Martin, Suite 1050
Andrew Martin is launching a new wallpaper book called
Museum, which is a collection of 13 patterns in a wide range of
designs—some as unique as gallery portraits with modern, fine
art, and photographic styles, and others with a subtler damask
design. Stop by to see the new installs!

River Oaks Rugs, Suite 3029
“Presidio” one of the rugs from the Rex Ray
Collection offers a refreshing new direction
and an exciting departure from more tradi-
tional rug designs. Made from the finest
wools these rugs will endure for centuries to
come. Rex Ray’s work is always identifiable,
whether seen on museum and gallery walls
or boutique hotels and is available only at
River Oaks Rugs. To see the entire exclusive
collection visit River Oaks Rugs, Suite 3029
new space. 

Courtney & Co. Showroom,
Suite 130
Courtney & Co. Showroom is excited to 
be representing the new collection from
Marjorie Skouras Design, Jewelry for the
Home. Marjorie Skouras offers a mix of
periods and styles, as well as a generous
use of color that distinguishes her style.
Marjorie’s line of luxury home products and
lighting continues to expand. Including the
Marta Scone shown here that is hammered
wrought iron frame with a gilded gold 
finish, holding a natural agate slab. Custom
capabilities to her already unique style
make her products stand out. See the 
complete collection at Courtney & Co.
Showroom, Suite 130.

Donghia, Suite 1000
Maya Romanoff River Bed
Maya Romanoff is pleased to feature 
River Bed hand-painted wallcovering in
their Fall 2013 Collection. Created using
hand-painted pigments with metallic
details, River Bed is a dimensional paper
that provides the elegant, calming 
presence of nature – visually resembling
petrified wood or birch bark. Hand-crafted
in our Chicago studio. Custom colors and
roll lengths available.

Ellouise Abbott Showrooms,
Suite 3010
Ochiba, Weave No. 1776, from Conrad’s
Between Earth & Sky Collection is the per-
fect union of elegance and sophistication.
Alternating hues of chestnut, bark, ivory
and light taupe with copper metallic
strands, this transparent custom weave
recalls the evanescent, fleeting beauty of a
sunlit autumnal forest floor. Whether
selected as soft Roman shades, roll-up
shades or as stationary or functional pan-
els, each is handwoven to your specifica-
tions. View the Conrad Shades collection in
the Ellouise Abbott Showrooms, Suite
3010.

Robert Allen | Beacon Hill,
Suite 141
Robert Allen is expanding its product 
offering with a new Solids Upholstery 
collection.  This new category updates the
Robert Allen library with 5 new solid books
with constructions including wool, cotton,
velvet, linen and chenille.  With over 450 
skus each book features exclusive, custom
colors that tie directly back to the patterns
and textures in Robert Allen’s renowned
Color Library.

PRODUCT NEWS

Fabricut, Suite 3022
Nate Berkus Collection
See what’s new at Fabricut! We’re thrilled to
introduce the Nate Berkus Collection that
features over 100 patterns and textures that
Nate designed to layer and work together.
Merchandised in three color stories – Ochre,
Quarry and Seaport, the Nate Berkus
Collection represents the color and pattern
trends Nate reaches for first when designing
for his own home or for his clients. Stop in
for a treat and see more fabrics, trimmings,
wallcoverings and drapery hardware from
Fabricut, Stroheim, Vervain and S. Harris.

ID Collection, Suite 4001
de Le Cuona's Limited Edition 
Accessories Collection
Recognized as one of the most luxurious linen
houses worldwide de Le Cuona introduces a
limited-edition accessories collection of pillows
and throws that coordinate with their most
popular textiles. From cashmere to velvet to
leather, there really is something for everyone
in a variety of different colorways. Stop by ID
Collection, Suite 4001 to see these amazing
accessories and the collection of fabrics from
de Le Cuona. 
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Donghia, Suite 1000
Brentano’s Symphonic 
Collection
The 19 romantic fabrics 
in Brentano’s Symphonic
collection bring the 
beauty of a classical 
symphony to interiors.
Featuring luxurious 
textures and dynamic 
patterns, new fabrics like
Art Deco-inspired Fanfare
add a bold flourish to 
hospitality and residential
projects. One of ten 
colorways, the elegant
neutrals of a Fanfare 
pillow are at home against
the backdrop of Donghia’s
classic Milo slipper chair 
in Gliss, a calendared 
upholstery with the
smooth effect and natural
variation of its namesake
musical term glissando. 

David Sutherland
Showroom, Suite 170
Perennials has taken 100% solution-dyed
acrylic technology and put it under your
feet with our newest collection of high-
performance rugs, Out & About. Fade
resistant, stain resistant, mildew resistant,
easy-to-clean and so very soft, Out &
About flat woven rugs are woven by 
hand and ready for use outdoors or in.
Available in six patterns and five sizes, 
Out & About rugs feature all the qualities
and characteristics of Perennials’ fabrics,
meaning they perform as beautifully as
they look and feel.

Contempo Designs,
Suite 101
Orson by American Leather
High style combined with 
inviting comfort, Orson by
American Leather has expertly
tufted back cushions and 
generous, plush seating all atop
wooden sleigh legs. Designed 
for drama, Orson is available in
configurations that allow 
spectacular arching curves or
impressive linear lines. Available
in fabric, leather, crypton or
Ultrasuede® and is in your 
home in about 30 days! 

Schumacher, Suite 4017
The Alessandra Branca Collection, 
exclusively for Schumacher
Internationally renowned interior designer
Alessandra Branca brings her worldly 
elegance and sophistication to her debut
collection of fabrics exclusively for
Schumacher. Dramatic scale, playful 
textures, and a bold color palette 
highlighted by red, acid green, Prussian
blue, and fuchsia make the fondly familiar
damask, toile and chinoiserie patterns 
cutting edge. The result is a stunning 
collection of unique treasures that invites
timeless beauty into everyday life.

ID Collection, Suite 4001
Designers Guild Astrakhan Collection
This ravishing collection of new designs
from Designers Guild draws on the history
of exotic pattern found within the traditional
costumes and sumptuous textiles of the 
Silk Road, yet introduces a new contemporary
interpretation with a play on scale and 
contrast of color, texture and patterns. 
The color palette heralds a return to a 
richer palette of emerald green, jade, cobalt,
amethyst and magenta as well as touches
of gold and metallic and a graphic use of
black and white. Creating stunning back-
drops to any interior scheme. The new 
collection from Designer Guild is available 
at ID Collection, Suite 4001. 

Duralee/Highland Court, 
Suite 132
Duralee Drapery Hardware
Duralee is pleased to expand their designer
product offerings with Duralee Drapery
Hardware.  Three new collections of finials,
poles, brackets and more join favorites from
the former Chase & Company line to create a
comprehensive brand of hardware for the
home.

PRODUCT NEWS

Pindler & Pindler, Suite 4021
Pindler’s Outdura Collection is an extensive
collection of fresh, bold Indoor/Outdoor
Performance solid textures and patterns. All
of the patterns in The Outdura Collection
have been woven with Outdura® brand 100%
solution dyed all-weather acrylic. Outdura®
performance fabric is as durable as it is
beautiful. Breathable, fast-drying Outdura®
resists moisture, fading and mildew. Most of
these patterns also meet high abrasion
results. In this group, we offer several solids
and patterns in modern color stories that are
edgy and fresh. The Outdura Collection is a
great collection of useable fabrics for the
house, by the pool, on the deck, or on the
water.  To view these patterns please visit
the Pindler Showroom located in Suite 4021.

Eggersmann Kitchens | Home
Living, Suite 250
In conjunction with the 2013 International
LIVING KITCHEN fair in Cologne,
Eggersmann presented system E3.0.
Eggersmann’s new innovative generation 
of kitchen systems is designed to meet 
modern day requirements for ergonomics
and aesthetics. E3.0 also incorporates a new
finely anodized aluminum drawer system
with minimal profiles for modern architec-
ture. Eggersmann clearly demonstrated its
focus on design with new finishes in Copper,
Concrete, Core Ash, Vintage Oak, Silver
Touch Steel, Grigio Carnico Limestone with
rough cut finish, Corian, and Graphite Brown
Limestone.

Culp Associates, Suite 4018  
Hartmann&Forbes, announces the launch 8
new natural wallcoverings into the
Americana Collection. The new designs fea-
ture distinguished grassweave and cork pat-
terns with hand-applied metallic finishes.
The update is highlighted by the Lake Shore
series, a collection of hand-peeled cork that
is hand blocked with a metallic finish for a
radiant finish reminiscent of the reflection of
Chicago skyscrapers in Lake Michigan. The
five designs of The Sundance Series feature
raffia paper, woven into a classic grassweave
design and brushed with a metallic finish
reminiscent of light reflected on snowy
alpine hillsides. Stop by and view the entire
Americana Collection at Culp Associates,
Suite 4018. 
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